QUALITY OBJECTIVES

1. In all trainings at DSD the average score of 3.5 and above must be maintained in Academic performance.

2. In No Training conducted at DSD should the minimum score be less than 2.5 for Academic Performance.

3. In all trainings at DSD the average score of 3.5 and above must be maintained in Logistical performance.

4. In No Training conducted at DSD should the minimum score be less than 2.5 for Logistical Performance.

5. In all trainings at DSD the average score of 70 percent and above must be maintained in Trainers’ performance.

6. In No Training conducted at DSD should the minimum score be less than 60 percent for Trainer’s Performance.

DD QA, M&E/Management Representative

Cc.
1. P.S to Programme Director;
2. All Course Coordinators;
3. All Deputy Directors;
4. All RPMs.
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